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ABSTRACT
The Danish government has produced a public document to announce that devia-
tions from societal values were tolerated no more. They denounced the presence of
“alternative values” areas (called “parallel societies”), located mostly in areas where
low or no income residents live in social/public housing (officially called “ghetto
areas” or ghettoomr̊ader). Through the means of agent-based computational simu-
lation this paper uses a nested “model in a model” approach to study the issue by
introducing a policy-simulation-policy loop. The paper is a first attempt to explore
whether programmatic policy indications have some actual reflection on the forma-
tion of these “alternative values” areas. Results suggest ways in which a sustainable
governmental policy on ghetto areas shall not start from assuming divergence where
there is none, showing the value of the technique developed for this paper.
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1. Introduction

The Danish government has a 2030 plan to eliminate what they call “parallel societies”
(parallelsamfund) in the country by getting rid of areas denominated ghettoomr̊ader
(or, simply, ghettoes) (Regeringen, 2018). In line with the sentiments of the current
decade, the Danish government claims that inactive non-western immigrants, with
values that are significantly different from those of the Danish society form what they
call a “parallel society” and typically reside in a ghetto (Regeringen, 2018). According
to the document A Denmark without Parallel Societies (Regeringen, 2018), policy
making goes in a direction such that erasing a ghetto from the map leads to eradicating
the “threat” of parallel societies.1

There are 17 official ghetto areas in Denmark. They are neighbourhoods where the
local municipalities allow low or no income citizens to reside, paying a rent adequate to

Contact D. Secchi. Email: secchi@sdu.dk
1We are reporting information from the Danish government here. As it will become clear in the following

pages, we do not know if parallel societies — “societies within societies” — are possible, whether they are

located in a so-called “ghetto”, and/or whether they necessarily constitute a threat.



their economic conditions (in the literature, this is also referred to as social or public
housing ; see Dantzler & Rivera, 2018; Granath Hansson & Lundgren, 2018; Posthumus
& Kleinhans, 2014; Robinson, 2012; Ruel, Oakley, Ward, Alston, & Reid, 2013; Tester,
Ruel, Anderson, Reitzes, & Oakley, 2011; van Ham & Manley, 2009). In making plans
for public policy, the Danish government tackles into an area of research that has
long been studied, especially in simulation research. Starting with Schelling’s model of
residential segregation (1969; 1971), research has shown that none of the assumptions
made by the Danish government is either neutral or short of consequences. In fact,
one may focus on (a) “parallel” society formation and (b) location, and on (c) whether
social/public housing has an impact.

Although these three aspects are all relevant, they would require more than one
paper to be addressed at once. In this paper, we focus on the first issue around for-
mation, with particular attention on residents’ characteristics. There are prominent
examples of the use of computational simulation to the study of residential settling
(e.g., Schelling, 1971) and this article aligns to that research tradition. However, the
problem that arises from the governmental policy document cited above does not find
a direct match with simulations developed so far. In tackling the underlying forces
underneath the so-called “parallel society” problem to determine the conditions for
its formation, this paper presents an agent-based computational simulation (ABM)
approach. On the one hand, the approach is aimed at dealing with computationally
intense simulations by dissecting them into parts and presenting what can be called a
“model in a model”. On the other hand, the simulation is designed to address policy
issues in a way such that it starts from a programmatic policy document and ends
with preliminary recommendations on the same policy matter. This circular approach
— i.e. policy-simulation-policy — highlights a more direct use for simulation research
and applicability. By so doing, and to use the same expression of the title, we enquire
on whether parallel societies are a myth or they could be isolated for real.

1.1. The formation of “societies within societies”

The following pages are dedicated to a short overview of the most important concepts
developed around “parallel” or “alternative” societies, with a particular focus on pre-
vious simulation studies. At the same time, the overview also serves as an explanation
of the rationale for the choice of parameters that feed our model (presented in the
next section). With these two objectives in mind, we first introduce a few studies on
residential mobility and settling, then we move to social/public housing, and conclude
the section with a considerations on “alternative” or “parallel” societies.

1.1.1. Residential settling and mobility

In order to study how residents settle in a diversity of neighbourhoods, a necessary
starting point is to consider the assumptions and implications of Schelling’s segregation
model (1969; 1971). Grounding its studies on Sakoda’s checkerboard models of social
interactions (Hegselmann, 2017), he proposed a very simple but ground-breaking model
where social segregation emerged as a function of an individual’s simple preference for a
residence area where a set proportion of similar individuals would have settled already.
By modifying this preference for agents in a simulation, it is possible to explain the
emergence of social segregation in residential settling (Schelling, 1969). Schelling used
an 8 × 8 matrix checkerboard where black and white pawns would interact (Forsé &
Parodi, 2010). Due to its ability to explain quite an extensive number of residential
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configurations through a fairly simple preferential rule, this model has been used as
a premise for a staggering number of agent-based modelling research studies (e.g.,
Durrett & Zhang, 2014; Muldoon, Smith, & Weisberg, 2012; Schelling, 1971; Schwarz,
Flacke, & Sliuzas, 2016).

Over the years, researchers have realised that, when attempting to explain urban
residential settling and segregation, this simple rule requires integration with other
variables (Forsé & Parodi, 2010; Fossett, 2006). For instance, research has shown
that social, economic, political and even historical factors could all be relevant in
studying urban settling and segregation (Forsé & Parodi, 2010; Fossett, 2006). The
simple preference for a residential area may depend on perceived or actual status,
education and tolerance, family size, attitudes towards savings, to name only a few
of the socio-cognitive elements at work (Secchi, 2011; Secchi & Seri, 2017b). These
factors illustrate how residential segregation can be derived by a more complex set
of preferences. Schelling’s model is capable of outlining macro results with very lim-
ited explanation of the actual (micro) behaviour of individuals in the system. By
integrating “social distance” and preferences, Fossett (2006) designed an agent-based
simulation, SimSeg, to determine whether there is a theoretical case to be made to
explain segregation. SimSeg integrates Schelling’s by modelling a residential area with
5, 488 housing units, divided by ethnicity and status, and there are also 112 bounded
neighbourhoods. The vacancy rate can be modified, and preferences are distinct be-
tween those for housing quality, neighbourhood status, and ethnic composition. The
computational experiments indicate that both social distance and preferences play a
role in residential settlement and ultimately segregation. Another ABM simulation
that aimed at extending Schelling’s model by including a set of more realistic prefer-
ences is that by Chen, Irwin, Jayaprakash, and Warren (2005). Inspired by the work of
Massey and Denton (1993), they included elements such as the sensitivity of location
to price, as well as an asymmetric preference structure to incorporate the fact that
households from the majority ethnic group would be less likely to move to a minority
neighbourhood than households from a minority ethnic group.

In addition to the factors mentioned above, some argue that mobility has a key part
in explaining settling and segregation. In fact, residential movements are considered a
vital element of housing policy (Dantzler & Rivera, 2018). In particular, short-distance
residential mobility (i.e. within cites) is seen to be highly linked with urban policy.
When translating this concern on a computational simulation, one has to consider
the extension of the area considered suitable by potential residents. Laurie and Jaggi
(2003) call this “vision” and implement it in an agent-based simulation designed to
extend Schelling’s model.

1.1.2. Social/public housing

Initially believed to be the best possible solution to residential settling of indigent
sections of the urban population, social/public housing has been highly affected by
the various subsequent governmental polices over time, mostly inspired by social issues
(Dantzler & Rivera, 2018; Oakley, Ward, Reid, & Ruel, 2011; Robinson, 2012). As a
result, an increasing number of residents started considering to leave social/public
housing. This, in turn, inspired yet another shift in policy makers’ intentions, now
focused on encouraging residents to leave those areas (Dantzler & Rivera, 2018; Manzo,
2014). Together with such housing policies, there are also environmental and structural
factors that affect the support for social/public housing (Freeman, 1998; Harris, 1993;
Hungerford, 1996; O’Neill, Bassi, & Wolf, 1987). For instance, the linkage between the
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private and public housing markets (Freeman, 1998), the unemployment rate (Harris,
1993; Hungerford, 1996; O’Neill et al., 1987), the local median gross rent, and the
development of public housing in poor neighbourhoods (Massey & Kanaiaupuni, 1993;
Wilson, 2012) could all be identified as such environmental and structural factors
affecting social residential settling.

Moreover, a vast body of research has pointed at a variety of elements that affect
the mobility of those who reside in social/public housing. These include, for example,
race (Freeman, 1998), education (Freeman, 1998; Ioannides & Rosenthal, 1994), family
status (Andersen, 2011; Haurin, Hendershott, & Wachter, 1996), dependants (Rosen,
1979), income per household (Freeman, 1998; Haurin et al., 1996), governmental assis-
tance, age (Andersen, 2011; Dychtwald, Erickson, & Morison, 2006; Toussaint-Comeau
& Rhine, 2004), and gender (Freeman, 2005). In combination with these elements, in
their research on major housing reforms, Dantzler and Rivera (2018) show that so-
cial housing residents do have a certain level of control over their mobility intentions.
Nevertheless, policy decision making remains the most effective way to predict the
probability that a resident would exit such residential areas.

A limited number of computational simulation studies have focused specifically on
social/public housing. Some ABM have made implicit reference to bounded commu-
nities (Fossett, 2006) while others have incorporated institutional constraints Zhang
(2004a). This means that, compared with previous studies, the simulation presented
below takes one step forward in explicitly factoring social/public housing.

1.1.3. What is a “parallel” society?

In previous simulation studies researchers have argued that a difference in personal
interests increases social distance as far as perceived or actual status is concerned (Fos-
sett, 2006). Also, cultural differences play a role in increasing social distance between
the minority ethnic groups and the majority (this is the urban ecological tradition
in sociology, Fossett, 2006). As a result, when other conditions are met (see below),
“separate educational arrangements, community and voluntary bodies, employment,
places of worship, language, social and cultural networks means that many communi-
ties operate on the basis of a series of parallel lives” (Cantle Report, 2001, p. 9). This
may be connected to the formation of a set of values alternative to those of the major-
ity. To emphasise confrontation (segregation) rather than inclusiveness (integration),
the expression parallel society has emerged. Whether a society could form within an
existing society and become independent from it (the concept of “parallelism”) is yet
to be demonstrated. Given the vacuity of the expression and the difficulties surround-
ing it, in this paper, we prefer to refer to areas or neighbourhoods with “alternative”
values areas rather than “parallel societies”.

Through a simulation study grounded on micro-level choice theory in economics,
Fossett (2006) was able to show that segregation is affected by the ethnic preferences
of individuals. In this regard, it should be acknowledged that a preference towards an
ethnicity may not always be due to positive sentiments associated with an ethnic group,
but it could also relate to negative sentiments — negative stereotypes and prejudice
— associated with other (minority) ethnic groups (Fossett, 2006). This ABM research
seems to be consistent with empirical studies of economic conditions of residential
settling where, for example, Secchi and Seri (2017b) found that gender and family size
do not have a significant effect on segregation. Instead, the major factors affecting
segregation (discrimination) was found to be nationality (foreign/native) and even the
geographical segment of a country people belong to (Secchi & Seri, 2017b).
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In an analysis of the mortgage residential loan market, Boatright writes that, during
the Eighties in Chicago, “black applicants were turned down at a rate that was 2.4
times higher than the rate of whites” (own verb tense adjustments in italics, 1999, p.
100). Some may argue that this is due to the creditworthiness (i.e. sounder economic
conditions) of whites over non-whites. However, Boatright (1999) also shows that a
1992 Federal Reserve Bank of Boston study on creditworthiness based on 19 factors,
discovered that equally economic-worth non-whites were rejected at rates higher than
whites. Interestingly, “creditworthiness between white and non-white applicants might
account for 10 percentage points, but the remaining 8 percentage points are due, ap-
parently, to discrimination” (Boatright, 1999, p. 101). The practice of systematically
discriminating against one group in the market for mortgage residential loans is re-
ferred to as redlining (Boatright, 1999; Graves, 2004) and it derives from bank officers
drawing an actual red line on a map to highlight areas — typically where minorities
would reside — that would not be granted any loans or that would be granted loans at
different conditions (Graves, 2004). These studies directly link discriminatory practices
to residential segregation. And the conditions under which discriminated against mi-
norities find themselves may help develop a sense of community within — but separate
to — the larger community.

Simulation studies by Zhang (2004a; 2004b) have taken the perspective of integra-
tion (instead of segregation), in an attempt to analyse the factors that either undermine
or support it. Although particularly insightful in terms of policy making, these mod-
els do not make assumptions on the beliefs and values that individuals hold. This is,
according to the definition of “parallel” or “alternative” society, a key feature in this
line of exploration instead. The only model that connects opinion polarisation with
spacial segregation is one by Feliciani, Flache, and Tolsma (2017). The starting point
of this study is the raising immigration in western Europe and the claims that lack of
integration may bring to opinion polarisation. Under this respect, the case resembles
the one we are studying here. Results from Feliciani et al. (2017) show conflicting ev-
idence between a model of negative influence and one of persuasive arguments. While
the former hinders opinion polarization, the latter does not.

2. The Model

Inspired by academic research reported above and by Danish policy makers, we created
an agent-based computational social simulation (Edmonds & Meyer, 2017; Gilbert,
2008) that analyses the making of one or more “alternative” values areas (or parallel
societies, Regeringen, 2018). The purpose of this simulation (Edmonds, 2017) is to
explore conditions for the emergence of “alternative” areas in Denmark and understand
whether they are tied to economically distressed or inactive residents. We then draw
implications for policy making and illustrate them in the following section.

This research strategy was implemented using the software NetLogo 6.0.2 (Wilen-
sky, 1999). Maps of the area surrounding the ghetto of two major Danish cities —
Mjølnerparken in Copenhagen and Vollsmose in Odense — were uploaded on the soft-
ware to serve as environment for the agents. These maps take up to 283, 071 “patches”
(each “patch” is 1.326 pixels) and this means that a full scale simulation requires quite
a significant amount of computational machine power. To explore parameter ranges
and configurations more easily, we conducted the simulation on abstract projections,
in a smaller model created to represent a portion of the large map (1, 681 patches or
0.06%). This serves the intention to fine-tune the model before launching it in the
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full scale simulation, and makes it easier to discuss preliminary findings. We use the
label PARSOsim to define the full scale descriptive simulation and PARSOdemo to in-
dicate its abstract projections (see Figure 1). The latter follows a classic KISS (“keep
it simple, stupid!”) while the former is designed out of a KIDS (“keep it descriptive,
stupid!”) approach (Edmonds & Moss, 2005). In this paper, we conduct our enquiry
using the PARSOdemo simulation model.

The simulation model is described below while full code, detailed descriptions,
experiments, sensitivity and power analyses, and additional findings are reported
in the supplementary material available on OpenABM (https://www.comses.net/
codebase-release/7d9e4661-f7fd-408d-8aef-d1d587a3bcb7/).2

[Figure 1 about here]

2.1. Parameters

The last column on the right of Table 1 presents a description of all the parameters.
After their denomination, an indication of their range is provided in the second column
while the third column offers the interval used for the sensitivity analysis. Take, for
example, the parameter expressing the number of residents, that can take values
[400, 800]. In the SA column the number 100 is specified, meaning that the sensitivity
analysis considers 5 values, where each value is 100 from each other.3

All the elements of the model have been designed to reflect some of the aspects
mentioned in the introduction. For this reason, some will reflect conditions around
settling and mobility (SM), others social/public housing (PH) and, finally, some others
directly refer to values/beliefs defining alternative society (VABE). The second column
in Table 1, Areas, indicates the correspondence between the parameter and one or more
of the areas.

2.1.1. The agents

The basic unit of the simulation — i.e. the agent — is a resident. This can be one
or more individuals (e.g., a family) who are looking for a property to settle. Since
we are not concerned with the choice between renting or buying, that has not been
considered here. Each agent has a number to indicate how many individuals are in
the residence unit, and is defined on the basis of family status — distributed on a
random-Poisson≈ P(mean = 2) (with 0 = 1) —, income (see Table 1), and education

level — distributed, again, on a random-Poisson ≈ P(mean = 2).4 Agents also define
their values and beliefs through various attitudes towards: (a) democracy ∼ N (1, 0.5),
(b) gender balance ∼ N (0.5, 0.25), and (c) tolerance. Democracy levels < 0.25
denote those against its values while gender balance = 0.5 corresponds to a view
for gender equality, with radical feminism being 0 and its opposite 1. We adopted a
few simplifications to model these values. In fact, we treat them using a continuous
frame, assuming that there is no discontinuity in, for example, ranging from any type of

2The PARSO model included in the materials includes code that has not been used to produce the results
below but that is functional to further the exploration of alternative values areas.

3Notice that the values for search area and assessment area are four, but the first interval is not 3 but 2,
i.e. it goes from 1 to 3, then 6, and 9.

4This distribution roughly replicates how a variable education is usually coded in a survey design, with primary
school degree = 1, secondary = 2, up to max of 5.
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radical criticism towards democracy to a full support. Although the simplification may
sound too superficial, it reflects the intention of capturing any antagonistic sentiment
against democracy, independent of political or religious colour. Random distributions
guarantee that there is independence between these values and the other aspects of
the simulation described below. These three parameters have been taken to reflect the
Danish government’s document on parallel societies (see above; Regeringen, 2018).
The value tolerance is connected to the binary heterogeneity (see Table 1). When
this is ‘off’ then every agent resident has the same value for tolerance, attributed
from the parameter similar-wanted, or S — the tolerance with which one looks for
residences in areas with X proportion (set by the parameter) of other agents similar
to the self. When heterogeneity=‘on’ then every resident is attributed a random
tolerance level Si that could take any value but not Si > S.5

Residents use their judgement differently for search and for assessment of the area
where they would like to settle (see Table 1). This departs from a standard Schelling
model in that we assume that decision makers have a function for searching the next
available property, and a different function for assessing the surroundings of that area.
To put this in perspective, it means that residents look for properties depending on
availability and proximity while they assess the surroundings on a stricter / similar / or
more relaxed function (depending on whether parameter values converge or diverge).

[Table 1 about here]

2.1.2. The environment

PARSOdemo represents the proportion of residential areas that can be found in the
full scale model (Figure 1). In every neighbourhood, there are areas more densely pop-
ulated than others. To capture this aspect, the parameter residential area allows
to increase the number of available residences in the environment. If it is set to 0
then there are only 100, selected at random in the environment; with residential

area = 1, the area of radius 1 around each one of the 100 initial random spots also
becomes an available residence. The switch residential zones attributes a price to
each residence, where those in an inner circle are more affordable than those in the
outer circles (see Table 1).

Another crucial part of the simulation is the availability of social housing. When
selected, this option creates an area — whose dimensions are set by sh area — where
only low income agents can settle.

2.2. Procedures and processes

The PARSOdemo model works on the basis of two basic procedures. One is more
linked to a classic Schelling-type model while the other implements different processes
in parallel to those in the classic type. The basic (classic) procedure follows a logic
that can be described with the pseudo-code:

if #agents similar < (tolerance × #agents total)
then

[ move-to empty residential area in-radius search-area ]
otherwise

[ settle here ]

5There are corrections made here for consistency so that, for example, those residents with democracy attitudes

in the extremes will be either extremely tolerant or intolerant.
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Similarity relates to income levels, and there are three: low, mid, and high. This
allows agents to assess a residence as appropriate if agents around it (in the assessment
area) have, roughly, a similar income level as one’s own. This simple procedure is,
traditionally, capable of generating a variety of residential configurations on a map,
basis for policy modelling.

A different procedure complements the one above when residential zones = ‘on’
so that settling is based on tolerance together with affordability of the property.
Every residence is attributed a price and affordability is established by the match
between an agent’s income and this price. However, to render this mechanism more
realistic and avoid that, ceteris paribus, high income residents would settle in very
cheap properties, every resident is associated with savings aspiration. This way, settling
is also a function of how much money a resident would like to save. And the assumption
is that too much savings are not something residents would seek. We indexed savings
aspirations to education levels, such that highly educated residents have higher savings
aspiration than the lowly educated. As shown in the pseudo-code below, the max
savings level is 20% while the min is 4%:

set savings = (education/5)× (0.20× income)
set spread = (income − residence price)
set margin = (spread − savings)
if margin ≤ 0 (and spread > 0)
then

[ if Schelling-classic = ok
then
settle ]

otherwise
[ move-to empty residential area in-radius search-area ]

With the code above, a residence is selected if it is not too cheap and if the other
conditions, called “Schelling-classic” (see the pseudo-code before the one above), are
satisfied. This should make the basic simulation more realistic and allow for better
informed recommendations, when it comes to policy making. After a number of un-
successful searches,6 agents’ margin will become 0, in order to make it easier to find a
residence in the neighbourhood. When the simulation features social housing, then
very low income agents have a preference for settling on to this area. No resident with
higher income can settle in there.

The enter/exit procedure allows agents to move to a different area after a number
of unsuccessful searches (counted in weeks), and to exit the neighbourhood completely
if they are still unsuccessful after some more weeks (see Table 1). At the same time,
a random number of new agents enters the system when some exit. Values are such
that the total number of agents in the system may increase or decrease. Once again,
this addition is an attempt to bring the model closer to an open system and to what
is needed for policy recommendations.

2.3. Calibration

The code above indicates that the rules for settling in such a system are fairly simple.
And yet, combinations of residential areas vary, sometimes significantly, hence calibra-

6This is defined by the number of weeks (‘ticks’ in the system) in which an agent has not been able to settle.
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tion should help to understand the appropriate parameter values (Edmonds & Meyer,
2017; Lee et al., 2015; Thiele, Kurth, & Grimm, 2015). We achieved this objective by
means of sensitivity analysis (Broeke, Voorn, & Ligtenberg, 2016). The third column in
Table 1 shows the variations amounting to 5×3×6×4×4×2×2×3×2×2×2×2 = 276480
experiments7. The tests above still required the use of consistent computational power.
To perform these analyses, we gained access to Abacus 2.0, a supercomputer available
through the Danish e-Infrastructure Cooperation (DeiC) National HPC Centre at the
University of Southern Denmark.

After careful analysis of alternatives and given the equations are, in this case, rela-
tively simple (Broeke et al., 2016), OLS regression models’ R2 were used to compare
different parameter values and assess whether they would significantly affect results.
The outcome (dependent) variable we used for this exercise was the number of “alterna-
tive” areas containing at least two settled agents/residents with democracy attitudes

< 0.5.
Results of the sensitivity analysis are reported in full in the Supplementary

Material available on OpenABM (https://www.comses.net/codebase-release/
7d9e4661-f7fd-408d-8aef-d1d587a3bcb7/). Experiments for the simulation model
were down to 27 × 33 = 3456. With this number in mind, we performed statistical
power analysis (Secchi & Seri, 2017a; Seri & Secchi, 2017a, 2017b) to determine how
many times each configuration of parameters shall run (details available online, in the
Supplementary Material file). This value was set to 2 runs per configuration.

3. Findings

Due to requirements for intense computational power, all results have been retrieved
by performing the simulation on the supercomputer Abacus 2.0 (DeiC).

Since we are interested in the final configuration of the section of the map to analyse,
the simulation produced 6912 observations. Of them, aggregations of residents with
beliefs that would fit into our definition of “alternative” values areas occurred only 392
times (5.67%). These are represented by residents living in the same area with beliefs
such that democracy attitudes< 0.5, gender-balance< 0.25 and tolerance> 0.7.
The first represents agents that have a strong dislike towards democracy; the second
indicates strong deviations from gender balance and moving towards masculinity; the
third is a tendency towards intolerance, since it requires 70% of residents around to
have a similar income. These three values have been introduced above (section 2.1.1.)
and are linked to several parameters (e.g., similar-wanted, heterogeneity, income),
as described in Table 1. We have decided to present a selection of the most important
results in this paper and leave further evidence (multiple regression results) to the
Supplementary Materials file, available online at OpenABM (https://www.comses
.net/codebase-release/7d9e4661-f7fd-408d-8aef-d1d587a3bcb7/).

Figure 2 below allow us to answer the two parts of our research question by showing
how the workings of the “model in a model”. One part is on the conditions that allow
the formation of so-called “alternative” values areas (i.e. parallel societies) while the
other is on whether they are necessarily associated with low income residents living
in social/public housing. Figure 2 shows two graphs where the number of residents
in the alternative areas are plotted against the average income of settlers. Then Fig-
ure 2(a) separates between simulations where residences had different prices or not

7This is ×2 again, if one considers the split with enter/exit, hence reaching 552960 experiments.
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(residential zones respectively ‘on’ or ‘off’; see Table 1) while Figure 2(b) divides
observations in those where social housing was present and those where it was not.
The size of plotted observations depend on the dimension of residential areas (Ta-
ble 1).

3.1. Characteristics of “alternative” or “parallel” areas

A first set of results can be initially screened through Figure 2(a). On the one hand,
variety in affordability of the residencies — i.e. creating a distinction in the average
price depending on location through the effect of the parameter residential zones

— seem to affect the formation of these “alternative” areas. Instead, availability of
residential areas does not make it more likely that some of them would gather
together over similar “alternative” values.8 When there is no price difference and
agents are able to settle wherever possible (residential zones = ‘off’), then areas
are less crowded and mostly populated by residents with lower income. By allowing
that properties become more or less affordable relative to income makes it such that
some “alternative” areas are populated by higher income residents and, on average,
allow for an increase in the number of settlers.9 In other words, the effects of mimicking
the differences in the value of properties as modelled in the ‘full’ version, allows us to
understand that location positively affects the formation of “alternative” values areas.

[Figure 2 about here]

More information on the making of these “alternative” values areas can be retrieved
from the observation of Figure 3, where we still have the number of residents reported
in the y-axis, while the x-axis takes on the proportion of agents who settle by their
average income. As a way to simplify reporting, we have created three levels: low,
mid, and high (see section 2.1.1). Values in the x-axis range from 0 to 1 to indicate
the proportion of T total number of low/mid/high-income agents that were able to
find a residence and settle. These proportions are not referred to the “alternative”
values areas but are calculated on the number of settlers in the system at the time the
simulation stopped. The purpose is to understand whether more favourable conditions
for low, mid, or high income agents have an impact on alternative areas formation.
The parameter enter/exit allows for new agents to enter while those who have been
unsuccessful exit. This mimics another condition the literature indicates as important
(see section 1.1.1), and it has been modelled explicitly to represent how a more dynamic
environment may change the view of policy making. In all the conditions, Figure 3(a-c),
mobility seem to increase the number of agents that form these areas.

3.2. The impact of income and social housing

As far as income is concerned, Figure 3 indicates that whether low, 3(a), or high
income agents, 3(c), settle or not has limited impact on the number of residents in
“alternative” areas. Both local polynomial regression curves in these two plots follow

8A one way ANOVA shows that the number of residents in these areas do not depend on the size of
residential areas available: F-statistic= 0.875[df = 2, 389], p = 0.418.

9A t-test on these two aspects shows that residents of these “alternative” areas have higher income when

residential zones are ‘on’: t = 3.5219, df = 260.06, p = 0.0005059, meanrz=true = 3.040351,meanrz=false =
2.239367. A similar phenomenon is found for income: t = 6.8343, df = 225.27, p = 7.621e− 11, meanrz=true =

3.276631,meanrz=false = 2.084857.
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very similar patterns, with an increase observed when the neighbourhood is “open”
— i.e. enter/exit is ‘on’. Instead, Figure 3(b) shows a different pattern. In this
case, there is a steady, although not steep, increase in the number of residents when
enter/exit is turned ‘off’ and a reverse U-shaped curve when it is ‘on’. When the
middle class cannot settle, there could be an opening for others to settle and, perhaps,
to form an “alternative” values area. This aspect connects results directly to the scope
of the simulation since, on the one hand, it connects it to what modelled and, on the
other hand, it illustrates the possibility of deriving policy-relevant insights.

Figure 2(b) addresses another aspect relative to the formation of “alternative” val-
ues areas by plotting results based on presence or absence of social housing (see
Table 1 and section 2.1.2). The two local polynomial regression curves representing the
presence or absence of social housing do not diverge significantly most of the times.
They only seem to take opposite directions in the extreme right part of the plot, with
the one drawn for the absence of social housing going down. However, that is clearly
based on paucity of observations for large income and high number of residents. Over-
all, we can answer negatively to this second part of the research question,10 since the
presence of social housing does not relate to the formation of “alternative” values
(parallel societies) areas.

[Figure 3 about here]

4. Discussion, limitations, and conclusions

Findings from the PARSOdemo model suggest that the formation of areas where alter-
native (or parallel) societal values aggregate more than one resident are fairly limited,
amounting at ≈ 5.6%. In the unlikely event that these areas would form, they group
a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 17 residential units (agents).11 In the follow-
ing pages, we outline results that are relevant for the modeller while discussing the
evidence gathered for policy evaluation purposes.

Even with low occurrences, one could still proceed and analyse the results of the
simulation addressing the formation of parallel societies — or, as called in this paper,
“alternative” values areas as set at the beginning of this paper. In particular, the
simulation is an attempt to show the value of (a) an approach that simplifies another,
more complex, simulation (we called this a “model in a model”) and (b) a circular
perspective that starts with programmatic policy that feeds a simulation, to loop back
to policy.

The existence of a market that makes some residences more (while some others
less) affordable restricts settling opportunities for agents with similar income. In other
words, it makes it such that areas deemed affordable to residents with limited economic
resources reduce. The same happens for residents with higher income, who would only
settle in highly priced residential areas. Our findings show that some of these “alter-
native” areas form among those with mid-high income levels. This points at the fact
that residential prices tend to converge in a given area and this phenomenon restricts

10Two t-tests on number of residents and income in “alternative” areas confirm these findings for the ef-
fect of social housing for number of residents: t = 0.72065, df = 360.98, p = 0.4716, meansh=true =

2.667526,meansh=false = 2.511616; and similar results are for income: t = −0.53373, df = 389.96, p = 0.5938,
meansh=true = 2.558935,meansh=false = 2.649616.
11It is worth noting that the most crowded area is still ≈ 4% of the total number of residents in the system.
The average number of residents in one of these areas is 2.589, amounting at 0.065% and 0.032% of the total

number of residents in the system when they are, respectively 400 and 800.
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the range of opportunities for residents, causing a market-based segregation based on
income (as seen in previous simulation work and in empirical studies; Boatright, 1999;
Schelling, 1971; Secchi & Seri, 2017b). One policy implication of this finding is to
make sure that price concentration is broken down and that residences are priced less
uniformly in each area. This, of course, partially counterbalances market forces but,
as it happens with social housing (Hungerford, 1996; Massey & Kanaiaupuni, 1993),
policy makers may impose price ranges and caps. Most policy makers happen to ap-
ply these rules already. Perhaps, a fine tuning of these policies may affect residential
segregation and reduce the possibility of “alternative values” areas more promptly. In
other words, the procedure followed here has taken the programmatic policy document
and projected it onto a city map. Then, in order to explore alternative solutions, it
has produced a number of alternative scenarios using a model of the full model. By
adding more realistic features, such as the price of housing based on location, it could
test whether the assumptions of the programmatic document would still stand. As a
result, we have developed recommendations that support an informed reformulation of
the intended policy. This is, for example, to focus on the wider picture, not on alleged
“parallel” or “alternative” values areas.

Another implication of the results above reflects on mobility. Current research (e.g.,
Dantzler & Rivera, 2018) indicates that mobility is one of the key elements if we were
to explain residential settling. When it comes at predicting the formation of alternative
values areas, it seems that it always increases the number of residents who settle in
these areas.12 This is because mobility introduces variety into the system, by allowing
some to move out and others to move in. The newcomers may have characteristics
that make it easier for them to settle in the area. It is important to notice that further
tests on this aspect do not support a statistically significant effect of mobility (i.e. the
enter/exit parameter) on the number of residents that, on average, settle in one or
more of these alternative areas (see the Supplementary Material file). This aspect needs
further consideration to improve our understanding of how and if it affects settling.
From the results analysed so far, it can be stated that no cap on residential mobility
seems justified. Once again, this is another policy-relevant recommendation that was
informed by policy in the first place.

The most surprising result from the PARSOdemo simulation is, perhaps, the role
of social housing. The literature on this topic is broad and it has examined so-
cial/public housing adopting multi-faceted perspectives (see above, O’Neill et al., 1987;
Ruel et al., 2013). Our simulation shows that social housing does not seem to affect
the formation of “alternative” areas or parallel societies. In fact, not only Figure 2(b)
but also additional tests (see above and the Supplementary Materials file), could not
support the claim that alternative values seem to concentrate in social housing areas.
This aspect has a clear implication on policy making. First, a claim that eliminating
social housing (or ghetto areas, as per the Danish government perspective) would de-
crease or eliminate the occurrence of alternative values areas is not circumstantiated.
Second, due to the harsh treatment, eliminating these areas may push former residents
onto a set of values that are antagonistic to those a policy maker wishes to pursue and
promote. Hence, this policy decision could lead to support de-facto the formation of
new “alternative” (“parallel”) values areas. Far from being a solution, the elimination
policy may well go against the goal it has been designed for. But, this simulation does
not allow us to make conclusive claims on whether this is the case.

As a prelude to the concluding remarks, acknowledgement of a few limitations is in

12These numbers remain very low and below 5 residents on average.
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order; some relate to the procedure, others to the assumptions. Among the latter, at
the beginning, PARSO places all residents at random in the map while, in a more real-
istic fashion, it should allocate most of them and allow for a fraction to move/change
location. However, any starting combination requires very careful considerations not
to result in biases of any sort. Another strong assumption of the model is that income
is a proxy residents use to structure their preferences; we assume that the way a neigh-
bourhood looks, as well as the location, are a function of the income of its residents.
This is clearly an oversimplification, because income is not known and other, perhaps
better, variables might be employed to refine residents’ preferences. In relation to the
procedure, it is not very clear why a random configuration of residences represents
a real location on a map. In reality, it could be any place in any city. More efforts
on calibrating the PARSOdemo with the PARSOfull would enrich the tightness of the
simulation to a specific map, and we leave this aspect to future research.

Finally, we have written this article by taking the perspective of Danish policy mak-
ers on board (Regeringen, 2018). However, as a concluding remark, we shall highlight
that the existence of alternative and antagonistic values in society is not necessarily
a negative phenomenon. Future research would transfer results from the PARSOdemo

model to the PARSOfull model and it will allow to test whether the findings presented
here still hold. The next step after that of switching to the full model is that of en-
quiring on how these values evolve, if they can develop independently, whether they
are necessarily negative, if they will still concentrate on an area in a city map, and
what happens to them with the disappearance of social/public housing.

Although first and tentative, this article seem to suggest current policy making is
based more on a mythology of so-called parallel societies rather than on evidence.
Overall, we have been able to advance the proposition that a “model in a model” may
provide in-depth information that may be more difficult to retrieve in the complex
larger model from which it is derived. At the same time, we have shown how agent-
based computational simulation can be successfully utilised to inform policy in-the-
making.
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Table 1. Parameter Notations and Values

Parameter Area Values SA Description

residents SM [400, 800] 100 The initial number of agents that are looking to settle and
become residents of the area.

steps SM 208 – The number weeks considered as the actual span of the simu-
lation. Each step is a week, hence there are 4 years worth of
interactions. The simulation stops if 90% of residents settle.

residential area, Ai SM, PH [1, 3] 1 The proportion of the area in the environment that can be
occupied by residents The value indicates how many other
patches (positions) around a random 100 patches will become
available as residential areas.

similar-wanted, S SM, VABE [0.3, 0.8] 0.1 A constant (if ‘heterogeneity’ is turned off; see below) indi-
cating how many agents similar to oneself one wants around
before settling. Similarity is calculated in terms of income.

search area SM, VABE [1, 9] 3 The area around the agent (radius) in which the search for a
residence is performed.

assessment area SM, VABE [1, 9] 3 The area around the agent (radius) in which the toler-
ance/similarity assessment is performed.

heterogeneity SM, VABE binary on/off Diversifies the tolerance levels for each agent, using a ran-
dom uniform distribution with max = ‘similar-wanted’. When
agents have a democracy attitude that is high-to-very-high (≥
1.5) then tolerance for diversity is distributed ∼ N (0.85, 0.05);
when it is very low (≤ 0.1) then it is a random number between
0 and 0.25.

residential zones PH binary on/off When ‘on’, it attributes prices to residences, on 5 levels, from
less to more affordable.

income (mean) SM, PH [2, 4] 1 Mean of a random normal distribution that attributes income
to agents. Income serves two purposes, one is that of defining
the agent’s “status” (low, mid, or high), the other is to make
residences affordable or not.

income (standard dev.) SM, PH [1, 2] 1 Standard deviation of a random normal distribution that at-
tributes income to agents.

social housing (sh) PH binary on/off It selects a random area (patch) and defines it as social hous-
ing, exclusively available to low income agents. The area starts
at a point in the simulation that is defined by a threshold.

sh area PH [2, 4] 2 Expands the area around sh by a radius that is equal to the
value.

enter/exit SM binary on/off Agents choose another area for their search if they have not
settled after 20 steps (weeks). After another 20 or 30 steps
(weeks), agents who have not settles move out of the area—i.e.
they exit the simulation. When this happens a random number
of new agents enter.

Note. SA: interval used to produce the sensitivity analysis results; SM: settling and mobility; PH: public housing; VABE:
values/beliefs.
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Figure 1. Two sample PARSOdemo representations of PARSOsim (Mjølnerparken, Copenhagen; the original

map is Copyright OpenStreetMap contributors)
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(a) Residential zones.
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(b) Social housing.

Figure 2. Number of residents in “low-values” areas per income of settlers in those areas (reg. curves on res.

zones and social housing; size of plotted observations depends on the size of available residential area).
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(b) Mid income settlers.
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Figure 3. Number of residents in “alternative values” areas per settlers’ income in the system (reg. curve on

enter/exit).
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